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Chapter - 111

BAHISHKRUT
In this chapter an attempt has been made to assess 

‘Bahishkruf, a novel written in 1978 by Arun Sadhu, a writer 

in Marathi, on the theme of untouchability. An attempt has also 

been made to depict the evils of unchanged social attitude to 

untouchables in the Post-Independence period in India. The 

chapter also brings out the miserable living conditions of dalits 

i.e. untouchables or outcastes and their humiliation, harassment 

and their exploitation by the so-called sawamas in Free India, in 

spite of their improved social and economic status. A brief 

attempt is also made to throw light on the novelist’s sincere 

compassion for the untouchables and his earnest desire for the 

eradication of untouchability, by educating the low caste people.

India became free from the British Rule in 1947 and the 

Constitution of India came into force in 1950. Dr. B.R. 

Ambedkar was the leader of the low caste people in India. 

During the Pre and Post Independence period in India, he fought 

for the fundamental rights of the low castes in Hindu society. 

After the Independence of India, he became a national leader 

and achieved a prominent place in Jawahararlal Nehru's 

ministry. He became the first Union Minister of law of Free 

India and was made the President of the Constitutional 

Committee in August 1947. Because he was familiar with the
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social conditions of the down-trodden in India, he was 

completely aware of their problems and felt the need of laws or 

rules for definite and concrete development of the down- 

troddens in India. As a result, in the Constitution of India, a fair 

weightage was given to the development of India as a nation. 

For building a nation, healthy community is needed, and to 

create healthy community, due interest was shown in the 

Constitution of India for the development of the backward 

classes in the society. Efforts were made for the upliftment of 

the socially low castes who had been living a poor and 

miserable life. The Government of India made efforts to raise 

their social and economic status. The Indian Constitution 

provided, in its eighth schedule, educational concessions, 

scholarships for the socially and economically backward classes 

and reserved seats in higher education and employment for the 

scheduled castes and tribes. As a result, many untouchables got 

higher education and many prosperous occupations by leaving 

aside the traditional work of their castes. Many became doctors, 

teachers and lawyers and occupied other honourable positions 

and placements in Class I and Class II administrative posts.

Yet, though the untouchables worked hand in hand together 

with other upper sawamas, the traditional attitude to the 

untouchable did not change in the Hindu society. This fact is 

highlighted by Arun Sadhu in his Bahishkrut.
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Arun Sadhu : His Life and works
Arun Sadhu was bom in 1941, in a small village of 

Paratwada in Amarawati district of Maharashtra, Arun Sadhu is 

a journalist, novelist and a storywriter. After his graduation in 

science faculty, he started writing for periodicals like,

(Manoos) in Marathi and ’Indian Express', The Times of India', 

'The Statesman', Times' etc in English. Sadhu wrote on various 

subjects. His ‘snftr siftt (Ani Dragon Jaga Zala) 1972

and % 3nfw ssraf (Fidel, Che Ani Kranti) 1972 which

appeared in ‘itfjjjt’ ( a Marathi periodical ) brought him to

limelight. He wrote novels such as (Mumbai Dinank)

1972, (Sinhasan) 1977. These novels created role

models in Marathi novel writing. Among his other novels are 

‘wref (Sattandh) 1977, 4,*rf§«$cr* (Bahishkmt) 1978, ‘wfe* (Sfot)

1979, ‘sttPrt’ (Shapit) 1980, ‘Unfui’ (Zipaiya) 1980,

‘fw^T’(Viplava), ^ftu^T’(Shodhyatra), ‘cn^f(Tadjod) and

‘gwi’(Mukhavata). In the recent past he wrote wrni nwqm’

(Dragon Jaga Zalyavar). He also wrote some collections of

stories such as gsdt turret *ite’(Ek Manoos Udato Tyachi

Goshta), ‘^’(Mukti), ‘ttwrk’ (Mantraj agar), ‘fororcarar

f^r’(Bin Pavasacha Divas). ‘wrFf(Padgham) is his play. His
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writings are a portrayal of social life. His Bahishkrut is 

regarded a more matured and introspective work.1

Bahishkrut: An Introduction :
Bahishkrut is the only one novel exclusively written on the 

theme of untouchability by Arun Sadhu. His other novels with 

exceptions of Trishanku and Sinhasart deal with the political 

and other themes. In Bahishkrut, Arun Sadhu, depicts a phase 

in the life of the protagonist, Ashok Sokaji Ingale when he 

fights with an age-old social evil of untouchability in India. The 

protagonist socially belongs to the lower strata of the society. 

He is 'Mahar' by caste. Yet he is proud of his caste. When his 

employer advises him not to expose his caste in the village, he 

frankly tells him,
m, 3n<r«3rdT % ?rc sn^r

_______________________________ 9*2
iTPJ*T dl<MK STFJ'T

(* Translation: No Sir, I will not like this. If anybody asks me, I 

will directly tell him that I am a Mahar’)

He is an educated youth. As a result of the reservation 

policy of the government for scheduled castes and scheduled 

tribes he is appointed as an assistant teacher of English in the

* Hereafter, the sentences in English in brackets are translation of 

quotations in Marathi without denoting them as 'Translation'.
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High School of Ridgaon in Akola District of Maharashtra. In 

spite of being a Mahar, he is raised to a social position. But 

this change in his social status seems to be only outward. 

When he mingles with the people in the community or with the 

teachers in his school, he has completely opposite experience. 

He finds that sawamas in the society still treat him as a Mahar 

even though he is a teacher. First he is 'Mahar' to them and then 

a teacher not vice versa. The people insult him sometimes 

explicitly and sometimes implicitly. He is insulted, humiliated, 

exploited and abused by the upper caste Hindus. If this is the 

condition of an educated dalit in the Hindu society, what would 

be the life of poor and humble dalits is a matter beyond 

imagination. Arun Sadhu has focused this reality in Bahiskrut 

Bahishkrut is the story of a dalit teacher in a village in 

Akola District of Maharashtra, one of the developed states in 

India. It shows an identity crisis for a newly educated youth 

hailing from a low caste. The ideological trauma that he faces 

on the professional front is as torturous to him as the emotional 

humiliation, he has to suffer in his personal relationship owing 

to caste discrimination.3 He reaches to the village in the 

evening. There he meets Mr. Kulkami, the head-master of the 

school. Mr. Kulkami, a Hindu Brahmin who, in spite of his 

being orthodox, pretends to be a modernist. In the beginning, he 

supposes that Ashok Ingale is a Hindu Maratha. But when he

t, L ...... I
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comes to know, from Ingale’s appointment letter that Ingale 

belongs to S.C. category, he is disappointed. His disappointment 

directly comes from his heart but his mouth does not allow to 

make an utterance of the same. However, his face cannot 

conceal his feelings. Arun Sadhu describes Kulkami’s 

condition, after knowing Ingale's caste in apt words,

3TRT 3T^srm?T 3TMT ^tcTT

W”4

(Kulkami was really disappointed to know Ingale's caste) 

However, perhaps as a part of his duty or responsibility, he 

treats Ingale in a little human way. Even though his contempt 

for the low castes, peeps out in this form or that. Ashok Ingale is 

served first water, then tea and lunch. But everytime he is 

served with a little hatred. This hatred is deeply rooted, in the 

blood and bone and heart of every member of Kulkami 

headmaster's family with a possible exception of his daughter, 

Sumitra, for Sumitra’s mother also tells her,

" snrss ^ n hi$cR \

wit w "5

(Sumitra, give him those earlier pots or you will pollute 

more pots)

Ingale spends the night in the office of the school and joins 

his duties the next day, but Mr. Kulkami marks him present 

from the earlier day.
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In the school, he finds that some children in dirty clothes 

are alienated from the other children and in the class. They are 

compelled to sit on the last benches leaving some benches 

empty in between. Ingale's eyes cannot escape this 

discrimination and he asks them to occupy the front empty 

benches instead of back ones. This is his first step 

unconsciously taken against the social pattern of Ridgaon. This 

act of Ashok Ingale creates an outburst of the feeling of 

contempt for Ingale and the outcast students in the minds of 

upper caste Hindu teachers in the school.

After this, Ashok Ingale goes to his room in the dalit 

colony in house of Sukdya, a dalit. In the colony, he is received 

by filth and odour of gutters, mosquitoes, quarrels among the 

people, noise of children, almost an unsuitable place for his 

study6 as he wants to complete B.A. final He gets acquainted 

with the life in the colony and becomes a part of the life there. 

Soon there arises a problem of a dreadful disease which is 

referred as lfw’7 i.e. diarrhoea in the novel, caused by bad

drinking water provided to the outcaste people. Ashok Ingale 

peeps into the matter a little deeper and realizes that the well 

which is exclusively made for the dalits is spoiled by the waste 

water of the upper well so the water of the lower well is 

unsuitable for human beings. The water of the upper well which 

is given to the dalits is not at their discreet. They have to depend 

first on the availability and then on the will of the upper caste
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Hindus. Ashok Ingaie finds this utterly miserable and decides to 

fight for the cause.

He decides to avail the opportunity that comes in the form 

of Meera’s (Deshmukh's daughter) tuition. Mr. Kulkami asks 

Ingale to take Meera's tuition of English. Kulkami insists Ingale 

to go to the house of Deshmukh at least. Ashok Ingale goes to 

the Deshmukh and meets Mrs. Deshmukh there. He openly asks 

Mrs. Deshmukh to make the upper well open to his caste 

people. He tells her that then and then only he will take Meera’s 

tuition of English. But Mrs. Deshmukh tells him that she does 

not care for Meera's tuition and warns him not to speak of the 

upper well any more. To her more important than her daughter’s 

education is the well of the upper caste Hindus.

Ashok Ingale is an educated youth. He knows a little of the 

law. He is a man with determination and is well acquainted with 

the thoughts of Babasaheb Ambedkar. So he decides to go 

through a well planned proper channel, first to the village Head 

of Ridgaon, then to the Tehsildar of the taluka and then to the 
Collector of Akola.8 But the situation does not allow him to take 

more time and he jumps into the struggle to make the village 

well open to all, including the dalits of Ridgaon.

As the consequence of the struggle, the well is declared 

open to all but at the cost of the lives of three untouchables 

including Ashok Ingale. How miserable, the people of the dalit 

wasti of Free India!
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Untouchables got equal right with sawamas of drinking 

water at the cost of three victims. To bring the law from the 

book in practice, Ashok Ingale became a martyr in Free India in 

which the untouchables and sawamas were equal in all respects 

in the eyes of the law.

The novel is described as "a sad tale of a battle lost".9 But it 

is not true. Devraj, Roopa Mahar and Ashok Ingale lose their 

lives but for a noble cause, a cause that causes all the difference 

to the caste Hindus. They die but their death has brought a 

message from the collector of the district proclaiming the 

village well (upper) open to all. It is the victory of the 

untouchable community of Ridgaon. Though the tale is sad, the 

battle is not lost.

Bahishkrut: A Social Realistic novel.
Bahishkrut is a social realistic novel. It presents a socio

economic and socio-cultural reality of the Indian untouchables 

in the post colonial India. An attempt is made here to illustrate 

this reality related to their poverty, their humiliation, their 

harassment and the atrocities by the sawamas due to deprival of 

their constitutional human rights, and the sawamas’ unchanged 

attitude to the low castes in spite of changing social conditions.
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Poverty And Life Conditions of Untouchables
The novel, Bahishkrut covers a short span of time in the 

life of an educated dalit, Ashok Ingale, who is a teacher in the 

Post Independence India. The action of the novel takes place in 

the recent past, when it was written i.e. in 1978, after twenty 

eight years of the Indian freedom, when all Indians were 

considered equal by law and untouchability was considered 
unlawful by the Constitution of India7 and education no longer 

remained a privilege of the upper caste Hindus. The 

development was seen in almost all fields of Indian life. There 

were tremendous social changes. New facilities and amenities 

such as schools, transport and medical centers were provided 

even to small villages. However, dalits, a small section of 

society was spending life in utterly miserable conditions. The 

upper caste Hindus known as the sawamas had the control on 

the amenities and facilities.

Though the untouchables enjoyed opportunities of 

education, reservation in jobs and good monetary and other 

status they were not treated by sawamas as their equals.

Transport facility was introduced in the village of Ridgaon, 

but roads in the outcaste colony were not in good condition. No 

change could be seen in the life the Dalits. Poverty remained as 

their priviledge and misery as their lifestyle.

The description of the outcaste colony in Bahishkrut is 

realistic as it conveys the things as they are; the poverty of the
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outcastes, their humiliation and bustle harassment etc. For 

example, Arun Sadhu describes,

" ^TWTT Wfl ^IdKIxfi m

skHt^fFr, w&zit, ww "10

(Small and tiny tom huts; the odour of gutters, the fifth of 

wine and carcasses; quarrels and noise)

Signs of poverty were seen everywhere. Barking dogs and 

mosquitoes were found everywhere. Drinking wine was a 

common activity in the outcaste colony. Untouchables used to 

drink wine, used to beat and abuse their wives and children. 

They used to live in their one roomed thatch roofed mud houses. 

Atmosphere, in the colony was also not good. The youth was 

also under the impact of wine. Arun Sadhu describes,
" W5ZTT JJctN'

toft 3nfw *mt *trt tot

(A group of youngsters, perhaps under the impact of wine, 

was beating drums and singing obscene songs)

The outcaste colony was even deprived of street lamps. 

Arun Sadhu gives a real picture of the streets in the outcaste 

colony, when he says,

" cndtar cmk< w:

3T^T "12
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(There were no street lamps in the colony. Kerosene lamps 

were also not introduced in the colony yet.)

Ashok Ingale was a teacher. When the problem of his living 

in Ridgaon arose, he preferred to live in the outcaste colony of 

his caste instead of living in the village. Mr. Chavar, one of his 

colleagues in the school took him to the colony where he was 

welcomed by the barking dogs.

Mr. Chavar took Ashok Ingale to the hut of Sukadya, a 

resident of the colony, learning in tenth. There Ashok Ingale 

could see signs of better living. The writer describes,

iftWJT 512 3RTT Ho^l.

spjft Trrabr

fcftafr mvm

#cft. m WI^IN %S3Rftcf."13

(Huts in the colony were not close to each other. Many of 

them were made of mud. The front yards were either 

whitewashed or dunged. In the front yards of many houses were 

Tulsi-Vrindavan'. Sukdaya's hut was a clean one. But there was 

a dirty pond nearby.)

Sukdaya's colony is called T)alit Wasti’ by Arun Sadhu. 

The writer tells that inspite of utter poverty, people in the 

colony were happy and satisfied.

Arun Sadhu comments,
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" wds\ c=rr tnistii ?Ttwt?rc srraW ppw,

^tt wiwau srrfw fcm im. m

w% Vimi hhi^s ?T5pT. wranT ftcr m 
W Rt°$to6! ftcfT. ifrr #=T. 3RTt^r ^lo^HI

4>|i( ^ $ld ? 1,14

(Signs of poverty were clearly seen in the hut of Sukadya, 

on the belongings, on their clothes and on their bodies. But on 

their feces, there was only love and affection. And what else 

Ashok Ingale wanted?)

There was shortage of food in the outcaste colony. It had a 

bad effect on the physique of the people in the colony and 

Sukadya's mother was a speaking example of this. Sukadya's 

mother, in the author's words, was

" to! fasfogfa 3nf$r wToS^ft f^r ifcft. *nr w
JT^cT. tpif <pf 3TTtTTW

flWMWKdfwfto.''15

(She was looking extremely slim and tired. She was not 

much old. May be she was thirty five. But she was looking in 

decline of her age.)

The people in the outcaste colony could not provide good 

and sufficient food and clothing to their school going children. 

In the eyes of law, all students are equal. Law has ended 

untouehability from the social life. But, in reality the matter was
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reverse. The children of the outcaste colony had to sit on the 

back benches. Aran Sadhu sympathetically describes them as,

mm wiooin snftr arw^cr

swuitot <t°n ^rr."16

(Most of the children were in half pants. Their shirts were 

dirty and there were signs of shame on their faces. Poverty and 

humiliation were clearly seen on their faces.)

In spite of poverty, fifth and small room in Sukdyas house, 

Ashok Ingale was fully satisfied in the outcaste colony for the 

people there were his own men. In spite of being poor, they 

were hospitable towards him. In the village also, people showed 

hospitality towards him; Kulkami Headmaster greeted him 

warmly, gave him bedding etc; Sumitra, Kulkami's daughter 

gave him cool water and tea. She served him with food. He was 

given Paat' to sit on. Sumitra's mother took him for her own son 

Mukunda' and advised him to be careful about his stay in the 

village etc. However, Ashok Ingale felt relaxed in the colony of 

his caste people. Aran Sadhu rightly describes him,

" JTTcTTcT mm sffa ^MT

4l«bo6 J-iWaS «ll£ ^

(In the village, he felt suffocated. He came in the colony 

and felt happy and relaxed.)
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Childhood memories of his widowed mother's efforts to 

bring him up crowded in his mind and made him restless. He 

had spent his childhood days in utter poverty. He was without 

food sometimes.

The outcastes were unable to fulfill their basic needs even. 

In such conditions money was a matter like day-dreaming to 

them. Arun Sadhu describes Ingale's economic condition and his 

feelings when the thought of salary came to his mind in very apt 

words,

" cm# 3nfw ?mt wkI# sprmft mit #te 

mdt $ldid d°?di 18

(He and his mother had never held a hundred rupee note.)

This indicates the poverty of the untouchables besides their 

deprival of good food, good clothing and good residing 

facilities, especially when Indian government was trying to raise 

the living standard, business standard and agricultural and 

Industrial status of the country, and was paying a special 

attention to the overall development of the rural sectors of the 

Indian socio-economic spectrum.

Humiliation and Harassment of Untouchables:
It is an age-old practice that only a poor is treated in 

insulting manner. If poverty is supported by untouchability, 

humiliation is subject to reach the peak. In such socio-economic
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background of the untouchables in India, their humiliation by 

the sawamas was but natural in spite of legal prohibitions. In the 

17th schedule of the Indian constitution, the observation of 

untouchability is completely banned. In the fifteenth schedule of 

the Indian constitution, observance of untouchability is 

considered a cognizable offence and untouchables are given free 

entry at public places such as hotels, barber shops, temples and 

public wells etc. In the 46th schedule, observance of 

untouchability in schools is strictly prohibited. Even 25 years 

after Indian freedom, efforts to end untouchability by law did 

not succeed to forget untouchability. It continued to be practised 

since the high castes dominated the social life especially in the 

countryside area of India on one hand and the dalits faith in the 

traditional view of their life on other hand. The untouchables 

were humiliated as they were poor. The sawamas inflicted 

harassment on them. The untouchable suffered their humiliation 

sometimes willingly and sometimes unwillingly.

Bahishkrut is the touching story of humiliation of 

untouchables (dalits) by the so-called sawamas.

Though, Ashok Ingale is educated and a teacher, he 

experienced the sorrows of his caste as a small child. His 

mother's humiliation and sexual exploitation left a permanent 

deep impression on his sensitive mind. He had the first hand of 

the same.
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When he was just six, his widow mother, used to collect 

faggots and sold them in the city. She used to sell them not for 

money but for food, stale food. Once she went with fire sticks to 

an upper caste Hindu house. Ashok was also with her. But for a 

longer time, nobody used to take notice of her presence. Then 

she entreated for food, and after a long time, some one shouted 

from inside the house,

" ^ ss 3rk|*T arfer. m
sftss eft cFPT TfTURt 3TJ% fe.......3# ntfel$ fer

fen ? wferr^rfeifr... "19

(O, woman of mahar community, shut up. Why are you 

shouting ? O, see what she is saying. Did you ask her anything? 

Give her something and let her go.)

People were not ashamed to call a low caste woman by her 

caste. They very boldly and openly called Ashok’s mother by 

her caste. And when his mother spread her 'padar' to accept the 

food from an upper caste woman, the woman almost shouted at 

her out of fear of being polluted.

” anr^c... feTosfernsfT^... snfrrfeicrr

3TRK^m...

(Distance... from distance...you will pollute me. And hold 

your son... Damn these women of Mahar community.)

In Pre-Independence India, the touch of the untouchables 

was considered unholy. Their touch polluted the people, their
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houses, their temples and their wells. It was expected after the 

freedom that there would be considerable change in the age-old 

practice of untouchability.

But no considerable change could take place. If there was 

any, it was temporary and outward. The woman openly said to 

Ingale's mother, " m ^c... ^t... ferawte m\ ^... "2l

(Distance...from distance you will pollute me) and these words 

left an everlasting mark on Ingale's mind. The words " mfm qki*n

"22 (and hold your son) disturbed Ashok as a child. This

past childhood experience, was a humiliation. It was past 

experience now proves to be humiliating.

The present humiliation of Ashok Ingale started with his 

first step in the village named Ridgaon. Castism was seen and 

experienced in the blood and flesh and hearts of the people of 

Ridgaon. But they did not speak of it openly.

They spoke that the castism was a nonsense but they 

observed it in their practical life. They believed in the traditional 

untouchability existing in Hindu society; but they hypocritically 

refuted castism out of the fear of law. This dual policy of the so- 

called sawamas is known as their double headedness.

Kulkami, the Head Master expresses his faith in traditional 

caste system and questions the legal ban on it,
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".... sntcf ft f^rrfeirt. swMt f^oft

f£FT 3n^T. % <FFT *K4>K^I *W3Ml ^TUTf ?

i.23

(They are a part of our culture. They are the taboos imposed 

by our religion. The government’s laws cannot remove them.)

Ashok experiences a chain of events of humiliation owing 

to his low caste everywhere:- in Kulkami's house, in the school, 

in Deshmukh's house except in the outcaste colony.

In the first meeting, Kulkami was disappointed to know 

Ingale’s caste, though he showed no such expression on his face. 

He advised Ashok to conceal his caste from the villagers. He 

gave its reason that the traditional beliefs were deeply rooted in 

the villagers' minds and to remove them was difficult. Double 

headedness of Kulkami comes out when he tells Ashok Ingale,
" ft fFRTt ^TT-fffTfT id) TOM.

^pft FTF fFJf ^TfT 3TTf. fiFT ?

fiFFT. f^TFrTT f^fRtoT Stl«l<sTl fflft?

3TFFT 3ilMcH 51M. fTft, *ff*t, cRT

FTtft ^FTft flftcf FTft. FW ^ FFFTC SRTcTRT. ?t 

"24

(I will ask some people to make a search of room for you. 

You tell your name and live quietly. Ingale, means Ingale okay. 

Why will anybody ask anything else. We must live neatly and it
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is okay. No, I mean, here, nobody observes anything.... But they 

are our practices. They don't leave us so easily.)

Kulkami' spoke the truth of social psychology.

Though this was a social reality and accepted social thruth, 

this was humiliating to Ingale. But he did not mind it. He only 

recalled the past memories of his childhood. Mrs. Kulkami's 

comment reminds him the similar painful memory of his 

childhood.

The Brahmin family does not believe that a mahar can be a 

teacher though it is a fact. The reaction of Sumitra's mother to 

the fact is little surprising but more shocking and humiliating,

" srrarr ^ fecfter. srpk
sn|! wterpw.1,25

(Now, our Brahmin children will learn under you. What a 

surprise! Time is changed)

She can not stomach the idea that a 'mahar' can be a 

teacher. However, she asks Sumitra, to serve Ashok with a 

mother's sensibility and shows sympathy on Ashok's declaration 

that he lost his father.

After the Indian Independence a school is regarded as a 

place of communal harmony. It is supposed that the frame of 

national integrity is shaped in schools. A school is a moral 

centre of the society. Children are supposed to be the prosperous 

future of country. The teacher shoulders this responsibility.
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As such, no one can believe and tolerate the idea that a 

school is the centre of anti-social, anti-national spirit and anti

human activities.

But this is true in respect of the Zilla Parishad school of 

Ridgaon. The school proves to be a centre of mental torture and 

himiliation to Ashok. Sometimes this humiliation is verbal and 

sometimes mute. But Ashok Ingale receives it meekly, but 

unwillingly. Ashok Ingale feels humiliated when he finds his 

own caste pupils on the back benches.

Further, he has humiliating experience in the teacher's room 

of the school. Other teachers, belonging to the so-called high 

castes, do not expect Ingale to drink water from the common 

pitcher as he is a 'Mahar'. When Ashok Ingale takes water with 

his own hands from the common pitcher, the reactions of Patil, 

Adho, Shirbhate, Pande and Deshpande are mute, indirect and 

but humiliating. Aran Sadhu describes their reactions in 

following words,

" te te te te te, w teid^ii cite

wte, cfcqjodlcK 3TT3SIT 3TFSTT ten; ftetei

tester cteterr wk ^ttct tel tel. 

terte 3te w^r tel srn w

^pronitel ten ter. tete wm

nrtel fte tel. teln ^ teter fter te-1,26
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(Pande Guruji's mouth was wide open. Mr. Chavar was 

laughing in cheeks. Adho's forehead was wrinkled. Shirbhate 

started to fill his nostrils with snuff. Deshpande took his spects 

to show that he did not notice anything. There was oen dislike 

on some teachers’ faces. Mr. Patil was looking furious.)

All this was humiliating, but Ashok was prepared for that. 

Only Chavar Guruji was on the side of Ashok. When Patil 

Guruji asked Bhimya, the peon,
3TFT fWT Wit

^m<h"27

(Clean that pitcher. We can not drink its water.)

It was Mr. Chavar who took Ashok outside the teachers' 

room and called the teachers ' snsmte '28 (begotten by idiot).

Ashok was prepared for all that was happening. This is 

indicated by his own words spoken to Mr. Chavar 

" w, mm ift amt wm
29

(Let it be. You don't mind it. I will see what to do of that) 

Love is sublime and it is not confined by religion or caste. 

But the people defiled it on the basis of caste and religion. A 

teacher's comment indirectly refers to Ashok's caste,

(Who will allow that brat to woo on a Brahmin girl ?)
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This is humiliating to Ashok. Ashok Ingale has the same 

humiliating experience in the Deshmukh wada, the centre of 

power of the village. There too, he is not treated as a human 

being or as a teacher but only as a 'Mahar'. Mrs. Deshmukh 

speaks,

" fsff frict ? rpr cr nt «nrik

(What if the teacher (Ashok Ingale) is 'Mahar' ? If required, 

I will sit beside (Meera) at the time of study)

Though he is treated as a 'Mahar', he is given concession. 

But it should be noted that the concession, given to Ingale 

Guruji, is need based and not with honour.

Ashok's experience at the village (upper) well is also 

humiliating. It is insulting, humiliating, harassing and 

exploiting. When he sees his caste women standing nearby the 

well, with their pitchers in their hands totally depending on the 

mercy of the upper caste women, he is disturbed. This 

humiliation is non verbal. Nobody insulted the out-caste people. 

Everything goes as usual. But dependence of the out-caste 

women on sawamas humiliates him. He feels sorry for his caste 

people have to drink only dirty water of the lower well. And this 

humiliation prepares his mind either to clean their well or to 

make the upper well open to all.
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Vithaji Patil is the village head. Ashok Ingale decides to go 

to him with a request for making the well open to all. But there 

too, he faces the same humiliation. Ashok Ingale tells Vithaji 

that it is their constitutional right to draw water from the village 

well. To hear Ashok's words, Vithaji Patil bursts into anger,

" ^ wr -jpsff strtrt

^ nrnr 3mt ^

<pl HNdl.. "32

(Keep your law and constitution with you. Dont teach us. 

This is a village and it has its own law. Instead of accepting 

calmly what we give you, you people always whine about it.)

The arrogance of the village head does not allow him to use 

his conscience and he does not respect the constitution of the 

country though he is a responsible official of the village. This is 

humiliating not only to Ashok Ingale but also to any Indian 

citizen. These words of Vithaji Patil are not only striking to any 

Indian ears but also indication of his arrogance. Perhaps Arun 

Sadhu indicates the living conditions of the poor and humble 

untouchables in a village like Ridgaon where the villagers 

openly speak ill of the Constitution of India.

Being educated, Ashok Ingale never expects positive 

response immediately. He is prepared to face the situation. He is 

mentally and spiritually resolved to solve the water problem of
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Ridgaon. His humiliation and his harassment prove to be helpful 

in making him a moral preacher and strong leader of the 

outcaste colony.

Exploitation of Untouchables :
In Bahishkrut also, the dalits are victims of exploitation by 

the so-called high caste Hindus, Exploitation in this novel is of 

social kind. In this novel, we see sexual and intellectual 

exploitation and poverty and caste is its basic cause.

Mr. Kulkami asks Ashok to go on the Deshmukh wada and 

accept the tuition of the Deshmukh's daughter. In fact, the head 

master of the school himself is a teacher of English. He can also 

accept the tuition of Meera, Deshmukh's daughter. But he does 

not accept it and asks Ingale to accept it. However Ingale does 

not pay heed to what he says. Mr. Kulkami, Mr Deshmukh try 

to exploit Ashok of his intellect for he is an outcaste.

Sexual exploitation is also suggested by Arun Sadhu 

through a stream of consciousness technique in the novel.

To see Sukdya's slim and dark mother, Ingale recalls the 

memories of his own mother's seduction when he was hardly six 

and his mother, was then a widow. She used to collect and sell 

faggots in the city. There, she fell a prey to the sexual lust of a 

man whom Ingale used to call Vrt' (maternal uncle), as she had
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no other alternative after her husband's death. The following 

feeling of Ashok is suggestive in this regard,

f^Tf^TT^T. m 3iftwft

3TR^qMr^T3TT^f ? "33

(When mother went to some house, the men there used to 

abuse her then purposefully, they used to behave unwantedly. 

Why did I not like it?)

Ashok Ingale gives the example of the uncle, who might 

had used his mother to quench his sexual thirst only because she 

was poor and alone in the world,

" eft f&m srarer. w *twt

3TNW STT^ft tt^t ftk ftte sft^r ?

3ilT«4WI WTOsT ^ftq^cR

>>_______________________________________________________ _________________ > *\ —.dltHdlti =i*jd <?S|ANl. snWTMT ffn pTFTFPfT. WT

3TTcft clft WTT TT^*=fST 3Wld< t»<s(K

fftrm, ttftt snqwwT ifft ^ srrojrT ? wsr 

3mraTcr *twt ftm ftofr wrft 

3Twru^f, "34

(I might have seen that uncle in some house. Why did he 

use to speak so sweet with my mother? Why did he give 

riceflakes to me always ? Many times, he was seen to be in the 

hut hours together. I slept. But when I woke up, then also the
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uncle was there in the hut. Sometimes I could see a new saree 

on my mother. Why did that uncle give me new clothes ? Five 

years ago, the uncle passed away in an accident. At that time, 

mother fell ill and stuck to bed. She left eating.)

Exploitation is but natural when there is poverty. Poverty 

results in humiliation and, in turn, humiliation turns in 

exploitation. Ashok Ingale's mother was young when she was 

widowed. Sexual satisfaction was another thing but she had no 

money to shoulder the family responsibilities. She was poor. So 

she had to undergo that kind of immoral relationship. Question 

may also be raised about Ingale's mother's morality. But where 

was the morality of that uncle? If he wanted to show sympathy 

towards the widow, he could have helped her without any 

immoral expectation of sexual satisfaction from her. But he 

never did that. He used her immorally for she was poor and 

needy.

In fact, Ashok's mother was not immoral but circumstances 

compelled her to keep illicit relations for her need of money 

with the uncle.

Deprival of Constitutional Fundamental human

rights:
In Bahishkrut, there is exposure to the deprival of 

fundamental human rights which have been given by the Indian
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Constitution to every Indian national The outcastes are a part of 

Indian society. According to the Constitution discrimination on 

the basis of religion and caste is prohibited and banned. All 

people are given open entry at the public places. And mention 

of anybody's caste causing him humiliation or insult is 

considered as cognizable offence. Education is eonsiered the 

fundamental right every Indian child.

But the untouchables in Bahishkrut are deprived of these 

basic human rights. In the school of Ridgaon, the outcaste 

students are compelled to sit on the back benches. They are 

given discrimineting treatment by the upper caste Hindu 

teachers.

The Zilla Parishad school and the village well are public 

places. But the untouchables are not allowed to draw water from 

the village well as their touch to the well is considered as water 

pollution. They have to depend on the availability and mercy of 

some sawamas for water. In the school also, there is separate 

provision of drinking water for Ashok Ingale. He is not 

suppossed to take water from the common pitcher.

No one is supposed to mention anybody by his caste in 

insulting way. Still, every uppercaste Hindu with an exception 

of Sumitra and Mr. Chavar in Bahishkrut makes an insulting 

mention of the untouchables including Ashok Ingale. Even 

among the school children, castism is deeply rooted. When
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Ashok Ingale asks the untouchable back benchers to sit on the 

front empty benches, other children speak,
" 4% «) jpff,» ?"35

(These children are from the Mahar colony. How can they 

sit on the front benches?)

The innocent souls of the school children are polluted by 

upper caste Hindu teachers.

Arim Sadhu’s compassion for untouchables :
Arun Sadhu wrote Bahishkrut on his first hand experience 

in Marathwada region of Maharashtra. Around 1974, he had 

seen that the upper caste Hindus disallowed SCs i.e. the 

scheduled caste people (untouchables) to draw water from the 

wells. There were many deaths due to drought. This religion 

based mercilessness of the high caste Hindus inspired him to 

write this novel.36 He felt sorry and also compassion for the 

untouchables.

Out of this compassion for dalits, Arun Sadhu wrote 

Bahishkrut The title is suggestive and apt as the novel is based 

on the story of a struggle by untouchables for water. By 

’bahishkrut', he means, one who is dispelled from the common 

walk of life, from the social life. To disallow anybody social life 

is very inhuman and anti-social. The high caste Hindus, then 

almost alienated the dalits and dispelled them from the social
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life. This happened more in small villages. There were so many 

villages like Ridgaon in Maharashtra and in India. The writer's 

view is to bring the social evil before the world of the exploited 

and the exploiters. For them, the novel is not less than an 

introspection as it is the re-assessment of their own behaviour. 

Now, they are the judge and have every right to justify or 

denounce their behaviour. But at the same time, the author 

suggests in very clear words, the remedy over the problem, he 

has presented.

Ashok Ingale is the mouthpiece of the author. But Ashok's 

actions and reflections are the author's own decisions. On one 

hand, he is the protagonist of the novel and on the other hand, 

the author's mouthpiece (spokesman). Through Ashok Ingale, 

the author suggests a permanent, though slow pacing, remedy 

over the problem of untouchability and it is 'education'.37

Arun Sadhu, being a literate, has firm belief in education as 

an important factor in the process of social reformation. He 

speaks the same through Ingale when Ingale gets angiy with his 

community children and advises them to study hard,

" art, giwwKw ’crtaHflanRmrfn^ *<1^1 ?

STToST fest, iTRlfi fet. STRUCT

qnrst. srf^zr ^ =jhkI.

snwT c-iWini iwumfi ant
STT^T 3TT#^ STTWln ?TFf 3TM cR
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ijurc. «rt 3m w to. awraw

?TT#. J^T ^ 3l#M w3m. 3T^T <lfr 3TRTT

(Eh, who else are to study. You have free education, and 

scholarships. Without education, there is no future. We people 

have more need of education. Our parents did not get bellifiil of 

food for they were uneducated. Without education, there is no 

progress.)

The author sincerely suggests that progress goes with 

education. Till the moment, he sees only one solution over the 

problem of untouchability and that is 'education'.39

The author makes the high caste Hindus feel that changes 

are inevitable. He suggests, though indirectly, that either the 

high caste Hindus must accept the daiits as an integral part of 

their society and respect their rights, or get ready to face the 

consequences. This is suggested through Deshmukh's words, 

when he speaks,

" sttctt fern qrazt. wti w wsw: wiw wm.

(Now, times are changed. We have to accept the changes. 

We can not continue old practices.)

Deshmukh has accepted that the times have changed. 

Further, Aran Sadhu becomes philosophical and suggests that 

the sawamas should not forget the laws of nature,
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" tteft mg ww

PwnfPtoHMr ^ikr forc qwtoi 3tt%. "41

(They have forgotten the nature's laws that bind all caste 

people into an integrated whole.)

In order to prove his philosophy, he gives example of rain,

" 3WT W3T maA\ ftcTT.

aniw

"42

(It was raining over the whole village of Ridgaon, over the 

Maharwada, the village, the school and the Deshmukh wada.)

To be brief, Bahishkrut is the story of the protagonist's 

struggle for clean and sufficient drinking water for the outcastes 

in free India. He is insistant to open the village well to all 

including the dalits. In his efforts he succeeds. The village well 

is declared open to all but at the cost of the lives of three dalits 

including the protagonist. Water problem of dalits is not the 

only problem as is dealt with in the novel. Their overall 

development is desired in the novel. Arun Sadhu advocates 

them that education is the ultimate remedy on their problems.

As such, Bahishkrut is a documentation of the social and 

overall change brought by the law in untouchables' life in Free 

India. But without the change in the traditional attitude to 

untouchables as the lowest section of Hindu society. The 

mentality of the sawamas to look down upon untouchables is
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still continued. In addition, the novel records realistically the 

poverty, humiliation, exploitation and deprival of their human 

rights in the changing modem India. The realism in the novel is 

striking and eye-opening.
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